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YOUTHFUL INDISCRETIONS: CULTURE, CLASS
STATUS, AND THE PASSAGE TO ADULTHOOD
Barbara Bennett Woodhouse*
INTRODUCTION
The words we use to describe the life stages that separate childhood
and full-fledged adulthood carry great cultural meaning. When speak-
ing of teens, adolescents, and youth, we roll our eyes knowingly. We
take it as axiomatic that people passing through these stages of life's
journey are not always easy to understand or fun to live with. In our
attitudes and our imaginations, however, we Americans tend to differ-
entiate between our own and other people's children.1 We excuse the
mistakes of our own offspring with phrases like "only kid stuff" and
"boys will be boys," and we remember the "juvenile pranks" of our
own "teenage years" with a certain nostalgia. Yet when other peo-
ple's children get in trouble, we label them with terms like "juvenile
delinquent" or "youthful predator."
All parents, however, regardless of color or class, worry about the
risks their children face during adolescence and youth. All parents
breathe a sign of relief when their kids complete the passage to adult-
hood without suffering permanent consequences for their "youthful
indiscretions." This special stage of life has been recognized in law, as
well as culture. The juvenile courts movement gave substance to the
notion that young people will inevitably make mistakes and when they
do, they should be treated differently than adults. 2
Frank Zimring described adolescence as a "learner's permit."'3
Zimring begins his discussion thus: "Here are a few of the things we
cannot learn to do well without practice: making decisions, making
* David H. Levin Professor of Family Law and Director of the Center on Children and the
Law at Fredric G. Levin College of Law, University of Florida. I wish to thank Julie Seifkas for
her able research assistance on this article.
1. W. NORTON GRUBB & MARVIN LAZERSON, BROKEN PROMISES: How AMERICANS FAIL
THEIR CHILDREN 52 (Basic Books ed. 1982) (describing this phenomenon).
2. See Christopher Slobogin, Treating Kids Right: Deconstructing and Reconstructing the Ame-
nability to Treatment Concept, 10 J. CONTEMP. 299 (1999) (discussing the rehabilitative focus of
the juvenile system); Jennifer L. Woolard et al., Informing Juvenile Justice Policy: Directions for
Behavioral Science Research, 25 LAW & HUM. BEHAV. 13-14 (2001) (discussing the hypotheses
that "juveniles are more treatable, less culpable, and less deterrable" than adults).
3. FRANKLIN E. ZIMRING, THE CHANGING LEGAL WORLD OF ADOLESCENCE 89-90 (1982).
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love, driving, flying, practicing law, parenting, taking risks, saying no,
and-most important-choosing the path of our lives in a free soci-
ety."'4 He urges that we use the metaphor of the "learner's permit" to
remind ourselves that learning to live, like learning to drive, is a risky
process. To maximize our gains, we need to give young people the
opportunity to road test their autonomy and to cut our losses we need
a legal policy that "preserves the life chances for those who make seri-
ous mistakes, as well as preserving choices for their more fortunate
(and more virtuous) contemporaries."5 Whether we label our young
people adolescents, teens, or youths, the terms conjure up images of
organisms in transition and not yet fully formed. Historically, when a
youth was guilty of bad conduct, we were culturally predisposed to
allow a second and often a third chance, hoping he or she would even-
tually get it right. This is no longer true for poor children and children
of color.6 Politicians have coined the phrase "adult time for adult
crime," and prosecutors who settle for less may not survive the next
election. In my newly adopted state of Florida, a 1991 study showed
that prosecutors transferred more children to adult court than did all
of the juvenile court judges in the entire country.7 Last year, a Brow-
ard County judge sentenced Lionel Tate to life without parole for
causing the death of his six-year-old cousin when he imitated "body
slams" he had seen on television wrestling shows. At the time of the
incident, Lionel was twelve years old.8 Poor children are routinely
tried for "crimes" that we formerly treated as part of growing up-
schoolyard scuffles and confrontations with authority. But what about
the children of the affluent? How are they faring in this cultural shift?
The basic theory on which the learner's permit rests is sound.
Given a second chance, young people do learn from their mistakes. In
a twenty-five year longitudinal study of urban teens, one third were
arrested before their eighteenth birthday. 9 Only a tiny fraction (6%)
turned out to be chronic offenders.' 0 For the vast majority, this was a
4. Id.
5. Id. at 91-92.
6. Barry C. Feld, Will the Juvenile Court Survive?: The Honest Politician's Guide to Juvenile
Justice in the Twenty-First Century, 564 ANNALS AM. ACAD. POL. & SOC. SCI. 10, 11 (1999).
7. Donna M. Bishop & Charles E. Frazier, Transfer of Juveniles to Criminal Court: A Case
Study and Analysis of Prosecutorial Waiver, 5 NOTRE DAME J. L. & PUB. POL'Y 281, 288 (1991).
8. At this writing, a challenge to Lionel Tate's conviction and sentence is before the Fourth
District Court of Appeals in Florida. The Center on Children and the Law at University of
Florida coauthored an amicus brief in the Tate case, arguing that the felony murder convicion
was unlawful, unjust, and bad public policy.
9. IRA M. SCHWARTZ, (IN)JUsTICE FOR JUVENILES: RETHINKING THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE
CHILI) 33 (1989).
10. Id.
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first and last arrest."1 But the learner's permit we issue to our youth is
not available to all on equal terms nor is it of equal duration. This
article will explore the following questions, with a special emphasis on
the role of class and culture in shaping the legal and social response:
When does the learner's permit expire? When does youth end and
adulthood begin? When does a person stop being excused as a
"youth" and have to take his punishment "like a man?" The answers
to these questions vary according to race, as we have seen in the pa-
pers on juvenile justice. 12 Less widely recognized is the crucial role of
class, or "socioeconomic status" (SES). While the term "SES" is more
scholarly, the term "class" is more political. It challenges the myth
that ours is a classless society in which individual merit, and not birth,
determines social status and material success. In this Article, I will
use the term "class" interchangeably with the technical label SES to
emphasize the inherited barriers faced by poor youths and the inher-
ited privileges enjoyed by wealthy youths.
One can find many studies of class in British and European jour-
nals, but finding a class-based analysis in the United States is like
hunting for a needle in a haystack of articles on race and ethnicity. 13
"Ethnicity and SES can interact in ways that exaggerate the influence
of ethnicity because ethnic-minorities are over-represented in lower
socioeconomic levels of American society. Consequently, too often re-
searchers have given ethnic explanations of adolescent development
that were largely based on socioeconomic status rather than
ethnicity. '14
Not only researchers but average Americans tend to conflate race
and class in their minds.15 For many Americans (including many po-
lice), Black youths at the bus stop, no matter how neatly dressed, are
presumptively street kids and probably looking for drugs and easy
money. 16 White youths at the same place and time are probably mid-
dle-class kids headed for "The Mall."' 7 The Street is a place that mid-
11. Id.
12. See, e.g., Kenneth B. Nunn, The Child as Other: Race and Differential Treatment in the
Juvenile Justice System, 51 DePaul L. Rev. 679 (2002).
13. "Much of the research on ethnic minority adolescents has failed to tease apart the influ-
ences of ethnicity and socioeconomic status (SES)." JOHN W. SANTROCK, ADOLESCENCE 272
(8th ed. 2001). The work of Frank F. Furstenburg, Jr. discussed infra notes 33-41, is a notable
exception. Furstenburg and other sociologists use the term "Socioeconomic Status" ("SES") to
describe the differences I refer to as "class."
14. SANTROCK, supra note 13, at 272.
15. Id.
16. NANCY BOYD-FRANKLIN ET AL., Boys INTO MEN: RAISING OUR AFRICAN AMERICAN
TEENAGE SONS 184-185 (2000).
17. Id.
2002]
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die-class Americans fear, and the Mall is merely a place we decry-a
culture of materialism, peer pressure, and pleasure seeking that trou-
bles us but does not frighten us.
II. RICH KID, POOR KID: Two STORIES ABOUT
"YOUTHFUL" RISK-TAKING
Clearly, race and class in American culture are integrally related,
but class also matters as an independent variable in the transition to
adulthood and how we imagine it unfolding. Consider the ways in
which class and age intersect in the two stories that follow. The first is
the story of Conrad B. The second is the story of George W.18
Conrad (a fictitious name for a real boy) was only fifteen when he
was arrested for car theft. He was not drunk, he injured no one, and
he placed no one at risk. His defense? He was just planning on joy-
riding. He desperately wanted to drive a shiny new car and he knew
that even as an adult, he could never afford to buy one. So he tried to
"borrow" one by hot-wiring it. He was not arrested after a high speed
chase, but was caught as he attempted entry into the vehicle. This
scenario occurred in a city but I imagine similar scenes unfold in rural
communites and aging suburbs-in short, wherever there are poor ad-
olescents who yearn for wheels of their own. In any given case, race
may play a role or it may be largely irrelevant-often, the owner of
the car, the arresting officer, and all the other players are of the same
race as the perpetrator.
Long before Conrad's arrest, I knew about his "problems." His
mother came to me seeking help for a basically good kid who seemed
to lack motivation and maturity and seemed unable to grasp the real-
ity that he must work and study to earn his way in the world. His
father had deserted the family. Conrad's mother needed every penny
she earned cleaning houses to meet the needs of her family. She knew
her son was a good boy, never disrespectful or violent. Are there any
programs, she asked me, to help her keep her beloved child away
from bad companions and on the straight and narrow? I cannot forget
my earnest talks with Conrad's mother. An expert in youth law, I was
unable to locate any help at all for this fifteen-year-old boy. There
were no "programs" short of jail. His mother was left to struggle
alone to help her child cope with the temptations of growing up poor
in an impoverished neighborhood where TV and billboards constantly
18. Law reports commonly identify youthful offenders by their initials in order to avoid per-
manent stigma. One result of being tried as an adult is the loss of this protective cloak of
anonymity.
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bombarded his senses with images of wealth and luxury. When Con-
rad (predictably) tried to steal a car and was caught red handed, he
said he was sorry. Unmoved by his contrition, the police put him in
jail (Philadelphia's overcrowded and violence-ridden "Youth Study
Center") and he appeared before the court the next day in handcuffs.
He spent three years between the ages of fifteen and eighteen in a
juvenile detention facility, paying his debt to society. If this incident
happened today, he might well have been tried as an "adult" and re-
quired to bear the burden of a criminal record throughout his life.
Compare the images of "youth" in Conrad's story to the experience
of another "youthful" offender. George W., as I write, is the most
popular President in U.S. history.' 9 But the road he traveled to get to
the Presidency was far from straight and smooth, even before he hit
Florida. A lackluster student, he was in several scrapes with legal and
school authorities over acts of vandalism, theft, and disorderly con-
duct. 20 His record includes an arrest for driving while intoxicated,
which the media discovered and revealed on the eve of his election.
2
'
George W. has pointed to his "youth" to excuse conduct that would
provoke harsh moral judgment if engaged in by an adult.22 Americans
generally have accepted this account at face value. 23 Young people
make mistakes. As George W. Bush explained in 1998, "I'm not going
to inventory what I did as a child.... What matters for baby boomers
is not 'Did you make a mistake?' but 'Have you learned from your
mistakes." 24 While he regrets his "record as a youth," it is no longer
relevant. In effect, the public has treated George W.'s past as if it had
been "expunged" by the fact that he succeeded in overcoming his
problems and entered into mature adulthood. At age forty, in a pe-
riod of religious renewal and spurred by new obligations as husband
and father, George W. stopped drinking. He has not had a drop of
alcohol since. During his presidential campaign, he tacitly asked to be
19. William Schneider, War Nods Aside, U.S. Parties Split, THE TIMES UNION, April 6, 2002, at
A7 (discussing President George W. Bush's record-high popularity).
20. News stories and statements on the subject differ slightly in their details. It appears
George W. Bush was arrested but the charges were dropped when he was at Yale in an incident
involving "borrowing" a Christmas wreath from a storefront, which has been characterized as a
"fraternity prank." See Martin Fletcher, White House Turns Keys for Bush Return to "Elitist"
Yale, THE TIMES (LONDON), May 21, 2000. He was also ejected from a Yale football game for
disorderly conduct. See, e.g., Ellen Gamerman, Bush's Past Catching Up on Road to Whitehouse;
Disclosure of Arrest in 1976 on DUI Charge Stirs up "Meat Grinder," BALTIMORE SUN, Nov. 4,
2000, at 6A; Wayne Slater & Pete Slover, Bush Confirms DUI Charge in '76, DALLAS MORNING
NEWS, Nov. 3, 2000, at 23A.
21. See Gamerman, supra note 20.
22. Id.
23. Id.
24. Id.
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judged only from that moment forward, refusing to answer any ques-
tions about events predating his taking public office.2 5 By and large,
the American public, and even the press, have embraced this narrative
and accepted it as plausible and authentic. 26
It is worth paying closer attention to the details and timing of the
narrative. In 1996, ten years after he stopped drinking, the fifty-year-
old Governor of Texas was called for jury duty. He left the question
on drunk driving convictions on the jury form blank.27 He was asked
point blank by a reporter if he had ever been arrested for driving
under the influence (DUI). "I do not have a perfect record as a youth
.... When I was young, I did a lot of foolish things. But I will tell you
this, I urge people not to drink and drive. It's an important message
for all people to hear.' '2x In fact, Bush had been arrested and had
plead guilty to a DUI offense. 29 The arresting officer later recalled
that Bush cooperated and behaved like a real gentleman. 30 He was
released on $500 bond, and he later paid a $150 fine and had his driv-
ing privileges in Maine suspended.3'
Clearly, from his choice of language, Bush regarded the DUI arrest
as a youthful indiscretion and thus irrelevant to his candidacy. Yet at
the time of his DUI arrest, Bush was not a "youth" by even the most
generous developmental standard. He was a thirty-year-old oilman
with an MBA from Harvard Business School and a CEO of a compli-
cated business enterprise. Fortunately, no one was hurt. But he
placed the lives of his three passengers, one of whom was his then
seventeen-year-old sister Dorothy Bush, other drivers, and pedestri-
ans at great risk.
Back in 1996, the reporter who asked the question apparently ac-
cepted the answer. While he may have been mislead into believing
the DUI was actually a juvenile arrest that had been expunged or
sealed and thus not worth pursuing as a lead, it is equally plausible
that he, like the candidate, thought it should be metaphorically ex-
punged or sealed away as a youthful indiscretion. The reporter, like
25. Id.
26. While a few journalists commented on Bush's misuse of term "youth," a general consensus
seemed to emerge that the DUI guilty plea was a "non-story" or a "non-starter." See, e.g.,
Clarence Page, The Cover-Up; George Bush's Real Scandal, CHI. TRIB., Nov. 5, 2000, at 21; See
e.g., Reliable Sources: Media Continues to Feast on Bush's 24-Year-Old DUI Arrest; Who's to
Blame if Gore Loses?; Have Journalists Lost Sight of the Important Issues?, (CNN television
broadcast, Nov. 5, 2000) (panel discussion concluding Bush's DUI was not an important issue).
27. Gamerman, supra note 20, at 6A.
28. Id.
29. Id.
30. Id.
31. ld.
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the public, might be excused for imagining George W.'s "youth" as an
unusually long goodbye to adolescence. Conduct during college years
is routinely treated as beside the point in assessing the merits of a
candidate. Even after the details of the DUI arrest were made public
in November 2000, Bush's use of the phrase "my record as a youth" to
describe pleading guilty to a DUI charge at age thirty aroused little
comment.
32
The point of this article is not to bash George W. Bush-he has
certainly suffered enough. I fully agree with him that young people,
even young people of thirty, should not have to suffer permanent and
disproportionate harm for mistakes that flow from their lack of matur-
ity. People do, indeed, learn from their mistakes. The point is simply
this: How do we explain the emergence of a dual system that recog-
nizes an extended "psychosocial moratorium" for upper-class youths
who commit "pranks" and "youthful indiscretions" while "cracking
down" on the same conduct as "juvenile crimes" when committed by
our poorest and most deprived children?
III. POVERTY AND THE TRANSITION TO ADULTHOOD
A. Poverty as a Risk Factor in Adolescence
As these two stories illustrate, joyriding, vandalism, theft, and drugs
get poor kids in trouble. DUI, vandalism, drugs, and credit card abuse
get rich and middle-class kids into trouble. All these troubles involve
conduct that is unlawful. But here the similarities end and the cultural
responses diverge. Kids in poor communities are more likely to get
into serious trouble, more likely to get caught, and more likely to end
up in court.33 We tend to blame parents for children's failures, and
parents do play a critical role in delinquency prevention. 34 But out-
comes are not simply a matter of good parenting versus bad parenting.
Disparity of community resources and other risk factors associated
with poverty play a major role.
Recent studies have attempted to evaluate the relationships be-
tween effective parenting, socioeconomic status, race, and other envi-
ronmental factors. Researchers have hoped to identify strategies that
will help parents and communities to help their young succeed, even
32. But see Michael Olesker, DUI Arrest's Late Revelation is a Reminder of How Little Voters
Know About Bush, BALTIMORE SUN, Nov. 5, 2000, at 3B (noting that, until confronted, Bush was
vague and mentioned only "youthful indiscretions," leaving people to imagine a "cavalier college
boy," when his arrest actually occurred at the age of thirty).
33. FRANK F. FURSTENBERG, JR. ET AL.. MANAGING -1-0 MAKE IT: URBAN FAMILIES AND
ADOLESCENT SUCCESS 20-21, 66-67 (2000).
34. Id. at 91-92.
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in economically challenging circumstances. 35 Problem behavior fre-
quently begins in early adolescence at a time when parents still have
great influence over children's movements and associations. In a
study conducted in Philadelphia during the 1990s, Frank F. Fur-
stenburg, Jr. and his colleagues looked at early adolescents and their
parents in different neighborhoods. 36 These were all inner-city com-
munities and all of them presented a greater level of risk than the
typical affluent suburb. Some of the neighborhoods, however, were
desperately poor and others were firmly middle-class. The study was
unusual in offering an opportunity to compare outcomes in very poor
White and Black neighborhoods, as well as middle-class White and
Black neighborhoods. The study is too complex to summarize here,
but somewhat to their surprise the researchers found good parenting
and bad parenting distributed across the neighborhoods regardless of
race and class differences. Effective parenting strategies might differ
from one community to another, but, placed in context, the strategies
were appropriate to the neighborhood. Contrary to popular concep-
tions, the study "found no evidence of greater family dysfunction in
high risk neighborhoods. '37 Good parenting, however, was not
enough to insulate children from the risks inherent in their environ-
ments. Children with effective parents38 were three times more likely
not to succeed in the high-risk environments as in the low-risk envi-
ronments. One can only imagine what the gap would have been had
this study included a sample from the most affluent neighborhoods of
Philadelphia's suburbs. The authors concluded, "Youth require both
effective parents and benign environments to do well."'39
Clearly, adolescent success and failure are deeply affected by cumu-
lative risks, and class (or SES) is an important risk factor. "Socioeco-
nomic conditions are thus linked to adolescent success through both
the level of opportunity and danger encountered in the immediate
neighborhood and the increased ability of parents to employ promo-
tive management strategies when they have more material re-
sources."' 40 Looking at late adolescence, researchers find the effects
of environment are magnified. The authors warned that
35. Id. at 92.
36. FURSrENBERG, supra note 33.
37. Id. at 99.
38. See id. at 116-17 (noting that "[l]ack of discipline effectiveness is highly predictive of prob-
lem behavior"). Effective parents are those who use effective parenting strategies, i.e., strategies
that strike an age-appropriate and social context-appropriate balance between parental control
and adolescent autonomy. Id. at 116-117.
39. Id. at 182.
40. Id. at 224.
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the cost of economic disadvantage may be compounded over time
because poorer youth are exposed to higher levels of danger, attend
worse schools, and are more often exposed to peers who engage in
antisocial behavior. Thus we anticipate that as the parents' influ-
ence diminishes during adolescence, their children will begin to do
less well despite their best efforts. 41
While the stereotypical image of the delinquent juvenile may be
male, females growing up in poor neighborhoods also may find it
more difficult to make a safe passage to adulthood without court in-
volvement. "Although girl violence crosses class, racial, ethnic, and
geographic lines, it is particularly problematic for girls who have few
social and economic options. '4 2 Alarmingly, while rates of female ju-
venile crime are declining, rates of arrest and detention of girls have
been rising dramatically.4 3 Increasisngly, girls are being charged and
detained not only for crimes like assault and theft but for minor
crimes, such as disorderly conduct, curfew violations, and running
away.44
Both wealthy and poor families experience traumas such as divorce,
growing up in a single or step family, and loss of stable relationships,
which are factors that have been shown to add to the cumulative risks
of adolescence. 45 But poor children's risks are compounded by a fam-
ily's economic deficits. 46 Divorce contributes to a downward shift in
socioeconomic status, which can push a working-class or even a mid-
dle-class child into poverty and a poor child into even deeper pov-
erty.4 7 Sharp income losses by divorced mothers result in increased
work loads, high rates of job instability, and residential moves, often
to poorer neighborhoods with poorer schools a.4  Parenting skills dete-
riorate as stresses rise.4 9 Compare the stories of Lionel and Bruce,
both adolescents looking back on their parents' divorce. 50 Lionel,
41. FURSTENBERG, supra note 33, at 224.
42. Cheryl Hanna, Ganging Up on Girls: Young Women and Their Emerging Violence, 41
ARIz. L. REV. 93, 101 (1999).
43. Katherine Hunt Federle, The Institutionalization of Female Delinquency, 48 BUFF. L. REV.
881, 885-900, 900, n.18 (2000) (describing the disproportionate rise in female arrests and deten-
tions and using organization theory to uncover the institutional incentives to charge and detain
more girls for less serious offenses in order to make up for the decline in rates of violence among
male juveniles).
44. Id.
45. See E. Mavis Hetherington, Divorce, in ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PSYCHOLOGY (Alan E. Kazdin
ed., 2000).
46. SANTROCK, supra note 13, at 368-74.
47. Id. at 369.
48. Id.
49. Id. at 372-73.
50. WILLIAM S. POLLACK ET AL., REAL BOYS' VOICES 321-24 (2001).
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writing from a suburb in New England at age eleven, recalls a period
of extreme hardship when his father left, his mother lost her job, and
they were evicted from their home.5' Apparently, the family's social
capital was scarce. Hungry and homeless, they found temporary shel-
ter with a family with whom Lionel's mother had lived as a child (most
likely a foster family). 52
[T]hen the lady who ran the home said there were too many people
in the house and wanted us to leave. We didn't have anywhere to
go. It was strange because it was like a movie. It was raining that
night, and we were walking and walking and we were lost and we
finally found a shelter. '53
From the shelter, they went to live with Lionel's "sister's father's cous-
ins," while Lionel's mother worked two jobs until she could accumu-
late enough money to rent a place of their own. 54 Eleven-year-old
Lionel reported, "I've never really cried about it or anything. It just
makes me think about how it makes me a strong person. '55 But he is
glad his little sister and brother have no memory of that time.56
Bruce, writing at age fourteen, also suffered greatly, describing how
he experienced his parents' divorce three years earlier as "a hundred
daggers." Bruce began acting out his pain, defying his mother.57 He
moved from his mother's home to his father's home where he fought
incessantly with his new stepmother during a year "that tore the whole
family apart and pushed everybody further away from each other. ' 58
But when Bruce's family situation imploded, rather than landing on
the street or in a juvenile facility, Bruce landed in one of those private
safety nets used by affluent families-a boarding school.59 Bruce
wrote, "I'm not at public school anymore, nor do I live with my father
and stepmother. I am now at a private school for learning disabled
students, which has been very beneficial for me."'60
B. How Class Influences Official Responses to Adolescent
Problem Behavior
The stories of Bruce and Lionel are different in another way-they
illustrate the impact of differing parental resources. Had angry
51. Id. at 321.
52. Id.
53. Id.
54. Id.
55. Id. at 322.
56. POLLACK, supra note 50, at 322.
57. Id. at 322-23.
58. Id. at 323.
59. Id.
60. Id. at 323.
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Bruce's and stoic Lionel's economic situations been reversed, the odds
are high that Bruce would have been labeled Seriously Emotionally
Disturbed (SED) and placed in a public school reserved for others of
his kind. What happens to poor children when they go to schools for
emotionally disabled students? Consider Anthony's case .6 1 Gator
TeamChild, the juvenile clinic of the Center on Children and the Law
at University of Florida, recently appealed the case of a boy of sixteen
who had been placed in a public school for SED because of poor
learning skills and difficulty in dealing with frustration. His Individu-
alized Education Plan (IEP) instructed his teachers to use words in-
stead of physical restraint with him. He became upset because he had
forgotten his lunch and when the teacher grabbed his arm, he pushed
her away. The school called the police and they arrested him and
charged him with assault on a school official, a third-degree felony.
His attorneys fought the charge based on the theory that he was being
punished for conduct that was an integral part of the condition for
which he had been sent to this school and that faculty and staff had an
obligation to follow their own procedures rather than resorting to the
criminal justice system. Despite expert witnesses and excellent law-
yering on his behalf, he was convicted of assault on a state official and
sentenced to juvenile detention, but placed on probation. The convic-
tion is now on appeal. In case you have cast Anthony in your imagi-
nations as a dangerous teen predator, let me add that he weighs 110
pounds and stands barely five feet tall. This was his most serious
scrape with authority to date. Sadly, Anthony's case is not unusual; it
is commonplace. 62
Why should Anthony be so harshly punished by the public system
supposedly created to serve children with his special needs? Is he re-
ally and truly "guilty" of assault? Culpability is the degree to which
persons can be held accountable for their actions.63 If a person, be-
cause of his or her age and state of development, exhibits immature
judgment, then arguably he or she is less blameworthy than would be
61. "Anthony's Case" (on file with author) is a composite case, drawn from the files of Gator
TeamChild, the juvenile clinic of the Center on Children and the Law at University of Florida's
Levin College of Law. Details were altered to protect client confidentiality. "Anthony's Case"
scenerio was authored by Professor Claudia Wright, Director of Gator TeamChild, and by Gator
TeamChild Fellow Jenella Leibovitz, Esq. The case was presented to a panel of experts for
comment and discussion on December 8, 2001, at the Center on Children and the Law's confer-
ence, entitled "Defending Childhood: Developing a Child-Centered Law and Policy Agenda."
The assembled experts in law, psychology, medicine, and education found the case typical of
their practices.
62. Id.
63. Elizabeth Cauffman et al., Justice for Juveniles: New Perspectives on Adolescents' Compe-
tence and Culpability, 18 QUINNIPIAC L. REV. 403, 412 (1999).
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a fully mature adult for the same conduct. In assessing culpability in
juveniles, researchers have begun to focus on the psychosocial dimen-
sions of adolescent behavior and how it differs from adult behavior.
They argue that "[a] number of individual and environmental factors
are likely to interact with the course of development to affect maturity
of judgment. '64 One arena in which adolescents differ from adults is
"temperance" or "the ability to limit impulsivity and to evaluate situa-
tions before reacting. ' 65 "With regard to important aspects of
psychosocial functioning that affect judgment-such things as self-reli-
ance, the consideration of future consequences, and self-restraint-
adolescents, even those who are sixteen or seventeen, are not
equivalent to adults. '66 Not only cultural and intellectual but "social
disadvantages may have a negative impact on the completion of cogni-
tive and moral developmental stages .... The exact mechanisms have
not been identified, but social and cultural contexts shape adolescent
experience and combine with other developmental factors to affect
adolescent decisions and behavior. '67 Much more research is needed
to understand the interactions between psychosocial functioning and
environmental factors, such as growing up poor in a poor neighbor-
hood. But I would argue that poor kids who show lack of restraint
and impulse control are, if anything, less culpable, not more culpable,
than their wealthier counterparts.
Yet it is the poor kid in trouble (especially if he is Black) who is
likely to end up in jail and the rich kid in trouble who is likely to end
up in boarding school, a private drug program, or a mental health fa-
cility. Ira M. Schwartz has described a trend that has been accelerated
by current health care policies: "Hospitals are rapidly becoming the
new jails for middle-class and upper middle-class kids."' 68 Parents of
means who fear a child is getting into trouble with alcohol or drugs, or
fear that a child is becoming too defiant of adult controls, increasingly
turn to private drug treatment and mental health providers who prom-
ise that they can turn these problem kids around.69 While these inter-
ventions may be useless or even damaging to the child's development,
64. Id. See also Elizabeth S. Scott et al., Evaluating Adolescent Decision-Making in Legal
Contexts, 19 LAW & HuM. BEHAV. 221 (1995); Elizabeth Cauffman & Laurence Steinberg, The
Cognitive and Affective Influences on Adolescent Decision-Making, 68 TEMP. L. REV. 1763
(1995).
65. Cauffman, supra note 63, at 412.
66. Id. (emphasis in original).
67. Thomas Grisso, Society's Retributive Response to Juvenile Violence: A Developmental Per-
spective, 20 LAW & HuM. BEHAV. 229, 233 (1996); see also Slobogin, supra note 2.
68. SCHWARTZ, supra note 9, at 143.
69. Id.
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they have the virtue of keeping the child out of the public juvenile
justice system. Advocates for children are alarmed at the ease with
which a child can acquire a "psychiatric diagnosis," but the medical-
ization of youthful indiscretion appears less risky, at least to these
middle-class parents, than a criminal arrest.70 The same sorting of
youth by class (and race) occurs with children who are not only acting
out in criminal ways but are actually caught in the act.
Few commentaries actually focus on who gets to the court system.
Police officers retain considerable discretion when they come into
contact with adolescent offenders. Officers actually have a number
of available alternatives: simply bring the child home, have an infor-
mal conversation, or make more active use of the justice system.
Surprisingly, officers' decision-making remains largely unex-
plored. 71
One option for the responding officer, of course, is to treat the child
as a victim of parental neglect or abuse who belongs in the child pro-
tection or dependency side of the child welfare system.7 2 The child
who steals, vandalizes property, fights, or misses school is often "lack-
ing proper care and parental supervision" or the victim of violence at
home, and can easily be channeled into the dependency system as op-
posed to the delinquency system. Ira Schwartz and his colleagues
found, in a study of Michigan youths, that children under the age of
twelve were channeled into the abuse and neglect system for the same
conduct that, in older children, was treated as delinquent.
Results indicated that a large proportion of children who entered
the child welfare system after age twelve were labeled delinquent.
It appeared as though compassion for children ended at the age of
"delinquent responsibility" [under Michigan laws]. After that, com-
passion tended to convert to social control. This finding was even
more pronounced given that there are no age limitations for child
welfare placements as there are for delinquency placements. 73
While stories are not statistics, they have the power to expose the
fallacy of statistics. Let me tell you a story my daughter told me when
she was working in one of the poorest neighborhoods described in
Frank Furstenburg's study. Jessica and a nun from St. Michaels, a pa-
70. Id. at 131-48.
71. Roger J. R. Levesque, Adolescents, Society and the Law: Interpretive Essays and Biblio-
graphic Guide, in TEACHING RESOURCE BULL. No. 5 (A.B.A. Div. PUB. EDU.), 1997, at 12.
72. See Susan Vivian Mangold, Extending Non-Exclusive Parenting and the Right to Protection
for Older Foster Children: Creating Third Options in Permanency Planning, 48 BUFF. L. REV.,
835, 835-87 (2000); Barbara Bennett Woodhouse, The Adoption and Safe Families Act: A Major
Shift in Child Welfare Law and Policy, in THE INTERNATIONAL SURVEY OF FAMILY LAW 375
(2000) (both describing the dependency system).
73. IRA M. SCHWARTZ & GIDEON FISHMAN, KIDS RAISED BY THE GOVERNMENT 98 (1999).
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rochial school located in a very poor, mostly White section of Ken-
sington where Jessica was teaching kindergarten, were walking in the
neighborhood when they came upon a group of hysterical children,
ranging in age from about four or five to about thirteen or fourteen.
They had been playing in a vacant lot. The little ones were playing
with match box cars in the dirt and the big ones were playing baseball.
Whether intentionally or by accident, their baseball flew out of the lot
and struck the windshield of a passing police patrol car. The enraged
police turned the car and drove it into the lot and gave chase to the
kids, wheels screaming and dust flying, until they cornered one of the
older boys against the chain link fence. They threw him in the patrol
car and took him off to be booked. The car's skid marks in the vacant
lot confirmed the story. This is the story behind an arrest that became
a statistic.
Here is another story from a different cultural setting. A young
man, who lived with his university-educated aunt in an affluent subur-
ban town, went through a very troubled period in his teens. He had
been cautioned many times by local cops for high risk conduct, includ-
ing crashing his bicycle into a police car and taking a handgun he had
"borrowed" from a neighbor's house to school. Finally, he was caught
by the state police in possession of a number of stolen car radios. The
state police took him home and told his aunt, "Get this kid out of
town by Monday morning or we'll have to arrest him." He was sent to
live with relatives in another state and grew up without a criminal
record, joined the military, served honorably, and became a fine up-
standing citizen with a good job. This is the story of a boy who might
have become a crime statistic but did not. It is common knowledge
that "lower-class youths ... are substantially overrepresented in the
juvenile justice system." 74 There is another side to this story of ineq-
uity that we prefer to ignore. Upper and middle class youths may be
"underrepresented" in the juvenile justice system. Katherine Hunt
Federle has argued, drawing on organization theory, that the juvenile
justice system creates its own demand for a steady flow of clients.
Federle theorizes that this explains why populations in juvenile facili-
ties have remained stable and the numbers of girls detained for minor
offenses is sharply increasing, despite an overall decrease in rates of
juvenile crime. It is chilling to think that, much like the military draft,
the justice system may demand a certain quota of young bodies. To
the extent that affluent youths are underrepresented in the ranks of
those arrested and incarcerated, poor and minority youths may be un-
74. Barry C. Feld, The Juvenile Court Meets the Principle of Offense: Punishment, Treatment,
and the Difference It Makes, 68 B.U. L. REV. 821, 881 (1988).
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fairly conscripted into the war on juvenile crime. It is equally true
that upper and middle-class youth are "underrepresented" in the juve-
nile justice system.
Once children arrive in court, frustration within the juvenile justice
system at the system's retreat from rehabilitation has led to what
Barry Feld calls "criminological triage. ' 75 Judges make decisions
about who can be saved and act accordingly.7 6 At the "soft end," kids
with drug, truancy, and authority problems are diverted out of the ju-
venile justice system into the "private sector system of mental health
and chemical dependency treatment and confinement. ' 77 At the
"hard end," increasing numbers of kids are transferred to criminal
courts and treated as adults, while the "middle range" of ordinary de-
linquent offenders are retained in the juvenile system but punished
more severely than in the past7 .
Triage choices, in juvenile justice as in medicine, are not class and
race blind. Middle-class kids whose families have the resources to re-
tain lawyers and kids with roots in affluent communities are more
likely to land at the "soft end" than their lower-class counterparts. 79
Once a juvenile is adjudicated delinquent, the severity of response is
also influenced by social characteristics. "A number of studies report
that minority or lower-class youths receive more severe dispositions
than [W]hite youths even after controlling for relevant legal vari-
ables. ' 80 One factor in the disparity of treatment is the subconscious
effect of a disparity of resources. Studies have shown that, in an envi-
ronment of plentiful resources, decision-makers are more likely to
evaluate a juvenile as amenable to rehabilitative interventions. When
75. Feld, Honest Person's Guide, supra note 6, at 14.
76. Id. at 14-15.
77. Id. at 15.
78. Id.
79. See Feld, The Juvenile Court, supra note 74, at 884-85 (discussing the broad discretion of
prosecutors, judges, and administrators at all stages of the juvenile justice process and the inordi-
nate proportion of youths of lower SES or minority race who are drawn into the juvenile and
criminal justice systems); Richard E. Redding, Juveniles Transferred to Criminal Court: Legal
Reform Proposals Based on Social Science Research, 1997 UTAH L. REV. 709, 738, n.191 (noting
that judges' and prosecutors' decisions on judicial waiver are arbitrary and take into account
such questionable factors as family's resource capability and socialization and child's academic
functioning).
80. Feld, The Juvenile Court, supra note 74, at 884 n.312 (citing, inter alia, to Carter, Juvenile
Court Dispositions: A Comparison of Status and Nonstatus Offenders, 17 CRIMINOLOGY 341, 356
(1979) (finding social class bias at all levels of juvenile court dispositions)).
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resources are scare, they are more likely to conclude that rehabilita-
tion will not be effective.8
IV. THE CULTURAL CONTINGENCY OF ADOLESCENCE: WHEN
DOES YOUTH END AND ADULTHOOD BEGIN?
So far, I have concentrated on the risk factors associated with ado-
lescence in poor, as opposed to middle-class, communities and the
heightened risk of a child being arrested and jailed before he or she
reaches adulthood. But a second question is equally important: when
does adolescence end and full responsibility attach? Again, the an-
swers may be different depending on one's social station in life. If you
are wealthy, the learner's permit of adolescence may still be good well
into your twenties. For poor kids, the learner's permit expires almost
before they have a chance to road test it.
According to a leading textbook,
Adolescence is defined as the developmental period of transition
between childhood and adulthood; it involves biological, cognitive
and socioemotional changes. Although cultural and historical cir-
cumstances limit our ability to attribute an exact age range to ado-
lescence, in America and most other cultures today, adolescence
begins at approximately 10 to 13 years of age and ends between the
ages of 18 and 22 for most individuals. 82
As this definition suggests, chronological age is a very rough proxy for
the dividing line between youth and adult. Social scientists define the
arrival of adulthood by many criteria that are not age-based, such as
the end of dependency on and residency with parents, entry into mar-
riage, birth of a child, and so on.83 In contemporary American soci-
ety, the age at which these transitions take place varies significantly by
class.84 Class goes a long way toward explaining why a child of privi-
lege like George W. can still pass as a "youth" at age thirty, while a
child of poverty like Conrad B. is expected to do "adult time for adult
crime."
The law generally treats persons aged eighteen and older as adults
who can sign contracts, join the Army, and marry, but there are many
exceptions to this rule. In the abortion context, mature minors are
treated as adults and allowed to make the abortion decision without
81. Ed Mulvey & N. Dickon Repucci, The Context of Clinical Judgments: The Effect of Re-
source Availability on Judgments of Amenability to Treatment in Juvenile Offenders, 16 AM. J.
COMMUNITY PSYCH. (1988).
82. SANTROCK, supra note 13, at 17.
83. Id.
84. Jeffrey Jensen Arnett, Emerging Adulthood: A Theory of Development From the Late
Teens Through the Twenties, 55 AM. PSYCHOLOGIST 469-80, 470-71, 478 (2000).
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involving their parents. 85 In the criminal context, the age of adult-
hood has been declining precipitously. In the past decades, most
states have amended their laws to allow transfer of juveniles aged
fourteen and older to adult courts.86 Some states set no lower limits at
all and allow transfer based on the nature of the crime.8 7 The United
States Supreme Court has held that youths may be punished as adults
without violating the Eighth Amendment prohibition of cruel and un-
usual punishment, but it has drawn the line at executing youths for
crimes committed when they were under the age of sixteen.88 Clearly,
these age-based lines of demarcation are arbitrary and fail to reflect
the far more complex realities of the sociocultural transition to
adulthood.
A. Poverty and the Foreshortening of Adolescence
Youths from low-income communities grow up far too fast, not only
in contacts with the courts but by other measures. They are more
likely to drop out of school, to become pregnant, and to be supporting
themselves through illegal work during their teens than their middle-
class counterparts. 89 Often, statistics on school leaving, teen preg-
nancy, and teen involvement in the criminal economy are reported as
linked to race. 90 The media overwhelmingly cast Black and Latino
teens in the image of the welfare mother or the street kid earning his
keep in the drug trade. 91 However, studies that have attempted to
tease apart the effects of race and SES paint a stark picture of the
cumulative effects of concentrated poverty as an independent varia-
ble, especially in urban areas.
Scholars of urban housing policies such as Michael Schill, relying on
the work of African American scholars including Anderson and Wil-
son, have identified such concentrations of poverty as a crucial factor
in the impoverishment of inner-city communities. Many scholars ar-
gue for policies that would lead to deconcentration of the inner-city
poor. For a Black child, as the proportion of people employed as pro-
85. See Hodgson v. Minnesota. 497 U.S. 417 (1990).
86. See Richard E. Redding, Juveniles Trans frred to Criminal Court: Legal Reform Proposals
Based on Social Science Research, 1997 UTAH L. RLv. 709. 716-721.
87. Id.
88. Thompson v. Oklahoma, 487 U.S. 815 (1988) (plurality opinion).
89. Michael H. Schill, Deconcentrating the Inner City Poor, 67 KENi L. Ri v. 795, 806 (1991)
(citing Jonathan Crane, The Epidemic Theory of Ghettos and Neighborhood Effects on Dropping
Out and Teenage Childbearing, 96 AM. J. Soc. 1226 (1991) and Susan E. Mayer, How Much Does
a High School's Racial and Socioeconomic Mix Affect Graduation and Teenage Fertility Rates, in
THE URBAN UNDERCLASS 321, 327 (Christopher Jencks & Paul E. Peterson eds., 1991)).
90. SANTROCK, supra note 13.
91. BOYD-FRANKLIN, supra note 16, at 12.
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fessionals or managers in one's neighborhood drops from 20.7% to
5.6% and 3.6%, the likelihood that he or she will drop out of school
jumps from 11% to 12% and 19%, respectively. 92 As the proportion
of people in a Black girl's neighborhood who are employed in high
status occupations drops from 31.2% to 6%, the probability of becom-
ing pregnant rises from 7% to t2%. 93 A further drop in the propor-
tion of residents employed as managers or professionals to 3.5%
causes the probability of teenage pregnancy to rise to 20%. 94 Al-
though smaller in magnitude, these neighborhood effects were seen in
White children as well. 95
In very poor neighborhoods, opportunities for self sufficiency are
often "off the books" in an illegal economy. Regina Austin describes
how law breaking is linked to survival in inner-city communities cut
off from mainstream economic opportunities. 96
The transition to adulthood is also affected by state intervention in
poor families. Children from poor families are far more likely to
come under the jurisdiction of dependency courts because of parental
neglect than children of affluent families. Neglect-a category that
covers a multitude of economic ills including homelessness, hunger,
and lack of medical care or adequate supervision-accounts for over
one-half of all children in foster care. 97 Voluntary placements by par-
ents who have been evicted or are too poor or too ill to care for their
children are one pathway into the foster care system. 98
Some have posited that children growing up in foster care are more
vulnerable than other children to reclassification as delinquents if they
come into contact with the criminal justice system. 99 Lawyers for chil-
dren have coined the name "Crossover Cases" to describe children
who enter the system through the door of child protective services as
victims of abuse or neglect and become caught up in the delinquency
92. Scuni., supra note 89, at 806-07.
93. Id.
94. Id.
95. Id.
96. Regina Austin, The Black Community, Its Lawbreakers, and a Politics of Identification, 65
S. CAi. L. REV. 1769, 1778 (1992) (describing how lack of economic opportunity contributes to
lawbreaking and how majority middle-class culture consigns poor, especially Black, youths to
earning their living through crime).
97. See Diana J. English, The Extent and Consequences of Child Maltreatment, in Protecting
Children from Abuse and Neglect, in THE FUtURE OF CHILDREN (1988).
98. See Patricia A. Schene, Past, Present and Future Roles of Child Protective Services, in THE
Ft URE OF CILDREsN (1988) (providing a history and description of dependency courts).
99. See Katharine W. Scrivner, Crossover Kids: The Dilemma of Abused Delinquent. 40 FAM.
Cr. REv. 135, 136 (2002).
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system. 100 Ira Schwartz and his colleagues examined a group of cases
of Michigan children removed from their homes by the child welfare
system to determine whether and how they moved into the delin-
quency system.""' Their study did not show large numbers of children
who entered the child protection system crossing over into the delin-
quency system. At highest risk of crossing over were boys who exper-
ienced multiple placements, with a 4% probability of making this
shift. While experts continue to study the relation bestween entry into
the dependency system and subsequent contact with the delinquency
system, one study shows that abused and neglected children are as
much as sixty-seven times more likely to be arrested as preteens than
other children.l 2
But even children in state custody who manage to stay out of the
delinquency or criminal justice systems will eventually "age out" of
foster care. These young people often have lost contact with their
families of origin or their parents rights have been terminated. They
graduate to adulthood with no human capital and no safety net. Susan
Vivian Mangold, arguing for greater state support for such children,
describes the grim prospects of youth aging out of foster care.10 3 Each
year approximately 20,000 youth leave foster care because they have
reached the age of eighteen.'1 4 Only 11% of teenagers leaving foster
care were there because of delinquency or status offenses like tru-
ancy.10 5 The remainder were there because of parental abuse, neglect,
and abandonment. 10 6 According to one source, "[w]ithin two years of
leaving foster care, only half completed high school, fewer still are
employed, and nearly 60% of the young women have given birth, al-
most always outside of marriage."" 7 In various other studies, the sta-
tistics vary but they are uniformly sobering. Between 37% and 46%
of youth aging out of foster care had not completed high school and
over 50% had not found a job eighteen months to two years after
100. Symposium, Representing Children in Dependency Courts, BARRIE LAW SCHOOL (2001).
Robert Schwartz of the Juvenile Law Center in Philadelphia is an expert in this area and co-
presented at a seminar with this author on the subject of "Crossover Cases."
101. SCHWARTZ & FISHMAN, supra note 73, at 87-102.
102. Scrivner, supra note 99, at 137-139 (discussing studies by the Child Welfare League of
America and the Vera Institute).
103. Mangold, supra note 72, at 864 (citing to Richard P. Barth, On Their Own: The Exper-
iences of Youth After Foster Care, 7 Child Adolescent Soc. Work 419 (1990)).
104. Mangold, supra note 72, at 864-65.
105. Id.
106. Id.
107. Nancy Johnson, Foster Care Youth to Discuss Transitions to Adulthood at Hearing To-
morrow. Gov't Press Releases by Fed. Doc. Clearing House, Inc., May 12, 1999, available at 1999
WL 2224152.
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exiting care.118 Between 25% and 35% had been homeless for periods
of time, and between 27% and 35% had spent time in jail or prison. 0 9
As Mangold points out, the statistics do not even capture some of
the most desperate and poignant stories. "Invisible to these counts [of
children aging out of foster care] are the children who have no stable
home but live night-to-night on the generosity of friends and acquaint-
ances. Called 'couch surfers' in child welfare lingo, these teens are at
risk for every frightening possibility of the street.tt °0 The couch
surfer frequently ends up on the street, when he or she can no longer
find refuge I' and where he or she may turn to petty crime and prosti-
tution for self support. In fact, the numbers of displaced teens who
manage to subsist with no help from the child welfare system may
equal or exceed the numbers who are growing up in foster care. By
one estimate, as of 1989, there were between 750,000 and 2,000,000
runaways and 500,000 homeless youth.' t2
As these statistics make clear, Oliver Twist is still with us. Kids
growing up poor in an inner city or in a farming community bypassed
by the modern economy are still scratching for survival by any means
possible. They are still suffering from a lack of community resources
and levels of violent crime, hunger, and homelessness that would
never be tolerated in the neighborhoods of the rich. They still lack the
human capital they need to get a start in life-those adults who can
mediate their dangerous transition and protect them from the harsh
consequences of youthful mistakes. They are far more likely to be
thrust into adult roles before they leave their teens-supporting them-
selves as low-wage workers or through illegal activities or altogether
removed from the labor market by incarceration, prematurely ending
their education and becoming parents with dependent children of
their own but no lawful means of support.
108. Mangold, supra note 72, at 864-65.
109. Id. at 864 (citing to Richard P. Barth, On Their Own: The Experiences of Youth After
Ioster Care, 7 CiLD ADOLESCiNT SOC. WORK 419 (1990); Mark E. Courtney et al., Transitions
./om and Returns to Out-of-Home Care, in TRANSITIONS FROM AND RETURNS 10 OUT-OF-HOME
CARE. (Mark E. Courtney & Irving Pilavian eds., 1998): Foster Care Independent Living: Hear-
ing Before Subcomm. on Human Res. of the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 106th Cong.
18- 19 (1999)).
11). Mangold, supra note 72. at 866.
111. I. at 866, 866 n. 128 (quoting Stephanie Schwartz of Crossroads, an outreach program for
troubled youth). See also Gregory Loken. Thrownaway Children and Throwaway Parenthood,
68 Ti-Mml _- L. Ri-v. 1715 (1995) (discussing studies of children who run away or are forced out of
their homes, and the dangers they face on the road to adulthood). Loken argues that these
children have a right to support and protection from their parents and the state. Id.
112. Loken, supra note 11, at 1718 n.21 (citing Paul G. Shane, Changing Patterns among
Ioneless and Runaway Youth, 59 AM. J. OR- in)'SYCi-IATRY 21)8, 210-11 (1989)).
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B. The Long Goodbye of Middle-Class Adolescence
The lives of foster children, homeless children, and children grow-
ing up in deep poverty stand in stark contrast to the American dream.
The American dream is one of voluntarily declaring one's
independence.
For most young people in America, leaving one's home to be on
your own means voluntarily giving up the security of the family.
You leave when emotionally and economically ready for indepen-
dence. The move coincides with a positive event, such as getting
married or landing the first big job. When setting up the first apart-
ment, Mom has saved silverware and dishes, Aunt Millie has that
pull out couch in the basement, and Dad may put a fresh coat of
paint on the walls. Most importantly, underneath it all is the secur-
ity of knowing that if it doesn't work out, you can always go back
home.113
For the children of the wealthy- and middle-classes, however, this
leave-taking is increasingly prolonged well past the teens and into the
late twenties. We are seeing the emergence of a new life stage where
people are neither dependent teens nor independent grown-ups, a
stage that Jeffrey Jensen Arnett has called "emerging adulthood."'1 14
For the comfortable classes, terms like "young person" and "youth"
now cover a lengthy period stretching from the teens through the late
twenties. For our most fortunate young folks, the learner's permit of
which Frank Zimring spoke appears to extend as late as age thirty if
they are still not married and settled down.
This phenomenon is not new. In 1968, Erik Erikson identified a
period of "prolonged adolescence" in industrialized society and de-
scribed it as a "psychosocial moratorium" during which individuals,
although not adolescents are not judged as fully functioning adults." 15
During this time, "through free role experimentation," they eventu-
ally "find a niche in ... society." 116 Erikson states,
Each society and each culture institutionalizes a certain moratorium
for the majority of its young people. For the most part, these mora-
toria coincide with apprenticeships and adventures that are in line
with the society's values. The moratorium may be a time for horse
stealing and vision-quests, a time for Wanderschaft or work "out
West" or "down under," a time for "lost youth" or academic life, a
113. Challenge Confronting Older Children Leaving Foster Care: Hearing on H.R. 671 Before
House Subcomm. on Human Resources of the Comm. on Ways and Means , 106th Cong. 64
(1999) (statement of William Pinto, Adolescent Services Coordinator, Department of Children
and Families).
114. Arnett, supra note 84, at 469-480.
115. ERIK H. ERIKSON, IDENTITY: YourH AND CRISIS 156-57 (1968).
116. Id.
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time for self-sacrifice or for pranks-and today, often a time for
patienthood or delinquency. For much of juvenile delinquency, es-
pecially in its organized form, must be considered to be an attempt
at the creation of a psychosocial moratorium.117
Of course Erikson was writing in an age that embraced a more forgiv-
ing and rehabilitative response to juvenile delinquency, giving the
moratorium far greater legal effect.
Arnett has built on the work of Erikson, Levinson, and Keniston,
but has rejected the term "youth" as ambiguous and confusing. In-
stead, Arnett has coined the phrase "emerging adulthood" to denote a
"period of life" that is theoretically distinct from either adolescence or
young adulthood. 1 8 He argues that it is distinct in that it is the only
period of life in which "nothing is normative demographically."'"19
The unifying features that mark this time of change and exploration
are instability and flux in residential status, work, and schooling. 120
Emerging adults move in and out and back into parents' homes.12
While 60% of high school graduates continue their schooling, the ma-
jority education is pursued in a nonlinear way, marked by shifts in
careers and majors and punctuated by periods of work and nonattend-
ance.122 This period is also subjectively distinct. Persons in their late
teens and early twenties, when asked if they consider themselves
adults, answer "yes and no."' 123 In defining what makes an adult, they
place great weight on "accepting responsibility for one's self," "mak-
ing independent decisions," and "becoming financially independent,"
and they believe they are on their way but not there yet.124 This pe-
riod is also distinct, Arnett argues, as a time that may be devoted to
exploring one's identity in love, work, and worldviews without trans-
gressing cultural norms of stability that apply to adults. 25 Young peo-
ple try on and discard religions, careers, and intimate relationships
before becoming tied down by adult responsibilities and long-term
commitments.
But as Arnett explains, emerging adulthood is a cultural construct
that is neither universal nor immutable.1 26 It is appearance as a dis-
tinct period is a product not of biological change but of social
117. Id. at 157.
118. Arnett, supra note 84. at 469.
119. Id. at 471.
120. Id.
121. Id.
122. Id.
123. Id.
124. Arnett, supra note 84, at 472-73.
125. Id. at 473.
126. Id. at 477-78
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change. 127 It exists only in cultures and communities that postpone
the individual's entry into adult roles and responsibilities well past the
late teens. 128 Even in post-industrial societies, "the possibility of de-
voting the late teens and early twenties to explorations of various
kinds is not equally available to all young people .... -129 While relig-
ion and ethnicity are important variables, "social class may be more
important than ethnicity" in determining who will enjoy this "ex-
tended moratorium." 130 Arnett asserts that more research is needed
into the lives of "the forgotten half"-the over 30% of American
young people who do not attend college, who marry early, and who
move rapidly into low wage work.1 31 They may be forced to forgo the
luxury of a gradual emergence and pushed directly from adolescence
into adulthood.132 Resources play a large role. Arnett concludes, "As
societies become more affluent, they are more likely to grant young
people the opportunity for the extended moratorium of emerging
adulthood.'"133
Cambridge University psychologist Terri Apter uses a different
term to refer to this life stage. In writing about youth aged eighteen to
twenty-four, she calls these young people "thresholders."' 134 Her pur-
pose is to persuade parents to abandon the myth, and the unrealistic
expectations that go with it, that their children are ready and able to
become emotionally independent when they leave home for college,
and financially independent when they graduate and find their first
jobs. 35
Children these days, it is repeatedly said, grow up more quickly than
ever. They reach puberty sooner-some at nine, most by fourteen,
whereas only a hundred years ago the average age of puberty was
seventeen. Though they grow up more quickly, however, they do
not so quickly become grown-ups. 136
According to Apter, "It is taking longer and longer to prepare for the
adult world. Education and training are now extensive. Leaving
127. Id. at 478.
128. Id.
129. Id. at 477.
130. Arnett, supra note 84, at 478.
131. Id. at 476-77.
132. 1 say pushed because there is evidence that lower-class youths share the same quest for
identity but lack similar opportunities to pursue it. See id. at 478 (discussing how the need to
work for survival and early marriage and childbearing prevent poor youth and rural youth in
developing countries from enjoying this period of identity formation).
133. Arnett, supra note 84, at 478.
134. TERRI AFTER, THE MYTH OF MATURITY: WHATI TEENAGERS NEED FROM PARENTS TO
BECOME ADULTS 24 (2001).
135. Id. at 19-21, 34.
136. Id. at 21-22.
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home is not a single event but a prolonged process.1 37 Drawing on
both American and British sources, she marshals statistics to support
her theory. One-half of the young men, and 40% of the young women
who leave home, will move back in at least once. Nearly 60% of
young people between the ages of twenty-two and twenty-four and
30% of those between twenty-four and thirty now live with their par-
ents. 1 38 Apter followed thirty-two young people in England, Chicago,
Washington, D.C., Michigan, and California, aged eighteen to twenty-
two at the initiation of the study, from 1994 to 2000.139 Her book is
filled with case histories of middle-class thresholders, most of them
college students or college graduates.1 40 She shows them struggling
with crippling insecurities, battling drug and alcohol problems or eat-
ing disorders, searching in vain for jobs that have some prospect of
becoming solid careers, and driving crazy the parents who cling to the
notion that at age eighteen or twenty-one or twenty-four or twenty-
six, it is time for their children to stand on their own two feet as inde-
pendent adults. Her message is clear: do not expect your young ones,
faced with the complexities of growing up today, to function as inde-
pendently as you did in the fifties, sixties, or seventies.1 4' Times have
changed.
Apter gives us a middle-class phrase to match the child welfare la-
bel of "couch surfer." She identifies a class of youth the British know
as "boom-time drifters."'' 42 The stories of boom-time drifters will
sound very familiar to middle-class Americans' ears. "Pete" is the
poster child for this group. Pete hated college and found it boring and
frustrating. With his parents' permission ("but you'll have to get a
job") he left after two years, moved into a room in a friend's apart-
ment, and took a job as a caterer's assistant. Soon his friend left town
and he moved back home. At home, he is treated like a kid, told to
pick up after himself and clean his room. "He does not feel real either
as an adult or as a child and drifts through each context detached and
bored."1 43 Four years after leaving school, he is still living at home
and working at a moving company packing boxes. He offers his par-
137. Id. at 22.
138. Id. at 22, n.7-8 (citing Elizabeth King Keenan, When You Can't Afford to Leave Home:
Clinical Implications of Economic Realities, 14 CHILD AND ADOLESCENT SOCIAL WORK J. 289
(1997)).
139. Id. at 25, n.15, 25-26.
140. AVIER, supra note 134, at 5.
141. Id.
142. Id. at 178 (citing Zoe Brennan & Richard Woods, Boom-Time Drifters, SUNDAY TIMES,
Jan. 30, 2000,§ 1, at 21).
143. Id. at 179.
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ents part of his paycheck for his room and board, which they take "as
a token to remind him nothing's for free." Pete says he feels "numb"
and "old" and has no hope for the future. He is trapped in a dead end
of his own making, and he needs his parents emotional and material
support to get out. "Many thresholders," Apter concludes, "need
emotional refuelling before coming to grips with the challenging world
of employment. When their need for their families humiliates them,
and when their families do not take on the current realities of young
people's employment, they then battle with a vision of themselves as
'wasted' or 'past it.' "144
Apter offers another story of a thresholder who takes on responsi-
bilities that exceed her maturity of judgment. "Carri" lives with her
mother, a successful accountant. Bright and willful, at age nineteen
she wants to get away from her mother and her small town and begin
her life as a grown-up. She plans to go to college, but not just yet.
She takes a job as an au pair in London, caring for two children. By
day, she barely functions because by night, she goes clubbing with a
group of new friends. "In this border crossing, the urge to have fun
like a teenager clashes with the need to behave like a grown up." She
is twenty when she is sent home in disgrace. She has wrecked her
employer's car after dropping a child off at nursery school and traces
of cocaine were found in her urine. "No longer a child, she will never
forget this. But as a thresholder in a forgiving environment, she will
be able to move on."'145
These stories are poignant because they ring so true. For Carri and
Pete, the next chapter in their maturation will be crucial. Like so
many middle-class "thresholders" and "emergent adults," they have
strong family supports and many options for moving forward if they
can learn how to accept and utilize them. I do not consider them pam-
pered or privileged. I wish them well and I wish that all kids could
have the second chances these kids deserve. But it is deeply troubling
to imagine how each of these stories would play out for a youth who
was not growing up in "a forgiving environment." What if there had
been no home for Pete to come home to when his ambitions crashed
and burned, and no father ready to stake him to a second chance at
college when he learned the hard way why adults value education.
What if Carri had been arrested, booked, and sent to jail, as poor
American youths so often are in the war on drugs, not just sent home
in disgrace?
144. Id. at 8O.
145. Id. at 191.
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V. CONCLUSION
Among the major industrialized societies, American society is
marked by unusually sharp lines dividing the haves and the have nots.
As Erikson predicted, a psychosocial moratorium, if not a legal mora-
torium, continues to exist and grow longer for the majority of children.
Some children, however, have been left out. Increasingly, the morato-
rium does not cover the children of the poor, especially if they are
poor and Black. As we "crack down" on juvenile crime with
mandatory sentences and transfers to adult court, the disparity in our
responses to our children and other people's children widens and
deepens. Given the cultural divides between rich and poor, one can
see how Americans came to accept as normal that a child of privilege
like George W. could lay claim to being still a "youth" at age thirty,
while a child of poverty like Conrad B. may be presumed an "adult"
at age twelve.
While the law on the books may not reflect these cultural images,
the law in action certainly does. It seems apparent that cultural and
class differences in the transition to youth are an important fact in
understanding the abrupt ending of adolescence for some and its pro-
longation for others. Eternal youth and premature adulthood, as
class-based constructs, are capable of overpowering biological and de-
velopmental evidence and capturing the public imagination of what it
means to be young and in trouble. Class-based constructions of youth,
along with race based constructions, provide the invisible subtext that
explains otherwise baffling moral and political judgments about the
relationship between age, rehabilitation, and personal responsibility.
The differential outcomes and expectations that I describe are pa-
tently "unjust," but they are also reflections of a brutal reality in
which upper-class youths can delay their adulthood almost indefinitely
while lower-class youths are made old before their time.
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